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Abstract

The formalized and algorithmic study of human language within the field of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) has motivated much theoretical work in the related field
of formal languages, in particular the subfields of grammar and automata theory. Mo-
tivated and informed by NLP, the papers in this thesis explore the connections between
expressibility – that is, the ability for a formal system to define complex sets of ob-
jects – and algorithmic complexity – that is, the varying amount of effort required to
analyse and utilise such systems.

Our research studies formal systems working not just on strings, but on more com-
plex structures such as trees and graphs, in particular syntax trees and semantic graphs.

The field of mildly context-sensitive languages concerns attempts to find a useful
class of formal languages between the context-free and context-sensitive. We study
formalisms defining two candidates for this class; tree-adjoining languages and the
languages defined by linear context-free rewriting systems. For the former, we specif-
ically investigate the tree languages, and define a subclass and tree automaton with
linear parsing complexity. For the latter, we use the framework of parameterized
complexity theory to investigate more deeply the related parsing problems, as well as
the connections between various formalisms defining the class.

The field of semantic modelling aims towards formally and accurately modelling
not only the syntax of natural language statements, but also the meaning. In particular,
recent work in semantic graphs motivates our study of graph grammars and graph
parsing. To the best of our knowledge, the formalism presented in Paper III of this
thesis is the first graph grammar where the uniform parsing problem has polynomial
parsing complexity, even for input graphs of unbounded node degree.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis studies formal systems intended to model phenomena that occur in the
processing and analysis of natural languages such as English and Swedish. We study
these formalisms – different types of grammars and automata – with respect to their
expressive power and computational difficulty. The work is thus motivated by ques-
tions arising in Natural Language Processing (NLP), the subfield of Computational
Linguistics and Computer Science that deals with automated processing of natural
language in various forms, for example machine translation, natural language under-
standing, mood and topic extraction, and so on. Though it is not the immediate topic
of this thesis, many of the results presented are primarily aimed at, or motivated by,
applications in NLP. In particular, NLP has deep historical ties to the study of formal
languages, e.g., via the work of Chomsky and the continuing study of formal gram-
mars this work initiated. Formal languages, in turn, are intimately tied to algorithmic
complexity, through the expressivity of grammars and automata and their connection
to the standard classes of computational complexity.

In this introduction, the intention is to give a brief review of the various research
fields relevant to the thesis, with the final goal being to show where and how the papers
included fit in, and how they contribute.

1.1 Natural Language Processing

A wide and diverse field, Natural Language Processing (NLP) encompasses all man-
ner of research that uses algorithmic techniques to study, use or modify language, for
application areas such as automated translation, natural language user interfaces, text
classification, author identification and natural language understanding. The connec-
tion to Formal Languages was initiated in the 1950s, and soon included fully formal
studies of syntax, primarily of the English language, but then expanding to other lan-
guages as well. These formalisations of grammar initially used the simple Context-
Free Grammars (CFG). It soon became clear, however, that there are certain parts
of human grammar that CFG cannot capture. It was also clear that the next natural
step, Context-Sensitive Grammars, was much too powerful, that is, too expressive and
thus too complex. The subsequent search for a reasonable Mildly Context-Sensitive
Grammar is highly relevant to the first two papers of this thesis.
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The second subfield of NLP that is particularly relevant to this thesis is that of
semantic modelling, that is, the various attempts to model not just the syntax (or gram-
mar) of human language, but also its meaning. In contrast to syntactic models, which
can often use placeholders and other “tricks” to avoid moving from a tree structure,
for semantics there often is no alternative but to consider the connections between
the concepts of a sentence as a graph, which tends to be much more computationally
complex than the tree case. The particular semantic models of relevance to this thesis
are the relatively recent Abstract Meaning Representations developed by Banarescu
et al. [BBC+13]. However, as noted in Paper V, the aim for future research is to find
common ground also with the semantic models induced by the Combinatory Catego-
rial Grammars of Steedman et al. [SB11].

1.2 Formal Languages

Formal language theory is the study of string, tree, and graph languages,1 among
others. At its most generic, the field encompasses all forms of theoretical devices that
construct or deconstruct objects from some sort of language, which is usually defined
as a subset of a universe of all possible objects. The specific constructs applied in this
thesis fall into the two general categories of automata and grammars, where automata
are formal constructs that consume an input, recognising or rejecting it depending
on whether or not it belongs to the language in question. Grammars, in contrast,
construct objects iteratively, arriving at a final object that is part of a language. The
parsing problem is the task of finding out the specific steps a grammar would use to
generate a specific object, given the object and the grammar. The first two papers deal
primarily with automata on trees, while the latter three concern graph grammars.

1.3 Algorithmic Complexity

The study of algorithmic complexity is briefly the formalisation and structured analysis
of algorithms in terms of their efficiency, this being measured in, e.g., the number of
operations needed to complete the algorithm, or the amount of memory space required
to save intermediate computations, both generally measured as functions of the size
of the input. Though there are many different measures of how algorithms behave, the
papers in this thesis all concern the asymptotic worst-case time complexity.

The issue of complexity is intimately tied to the expressivity of the formalism
in question – more expressive formalisms, ones that can define more complicated lan-
guages, are generally harder to analyse and parse. That is, any parsing and recognition
algorithms necessarily have greater algorithmic complexity.

1 “Language” in this context is generally understood as “a set of discrete objects of some type”, thus a
string language is a set of strings, a tree language a set of trees etc.
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1.4 Contributions in this thesis

All of the papers included deal in one way or another with the unavoidable connec-
tion between expressiveness and computational complexity, though in fairly different
ways.

1.4.1 Complexities of Mildly Context-Sensitive formalisms

Two papers relate to the field of mildly context-sensitive languages (MCSL) – Paper
I and Paper II – taking somewhat different approaches. Paper II concerns hardness
results and lower bounds on the parsing complexity of formalisms recognising a large,
if not maximal, subclass of the mildly context-sensitive languages. In contrast, Paper I
deals with a minor extension to the context-free languages, given by a new automata-
theoretic characterisation of the tree-adjoining languages, the deterministic version
of which in turn defines a new class between the regular and the tree-adjoining tree
languages with linear recognition complexity. In the trade-off between expressiveness
and computational complexity, these papers indicate that in order to achieve truly
efficient parsing, one might need to forego modelling some of the intricacies of natural
language, or at the very least, that much care must be taken in choosing the way in
which such phenomena are modelled.

1.4.2 Order-Preserving Hyperedge Replacement

The second major theme of this thesis concerns graph grammar formalisms recently
developed for the purpose of efficient parsing of semantic graphs. We study their
parsing complexity when the grammar is considered as part of the input, the so-called
uniform parsing problem. As general natural language processing grammars tend to
be very large, this is an important setting to investigate. The grammars studied are
proposed in Paper III, where they are referred to as Restricted DAG Grammars. The
main theme of the paper is the careful balance of expressiveness versus complexity.
The grammars defined allow for quadratic parsing in the uniform case, while main-
taining the ability to express linguistically interesting phenomena. Paper IV continues
the exploration of the formal properties of the grammars, and algebraically defines
the class of graphs they produce. Additionally, it is shown that it is possible to infer a
grammar from a finite number of queries to an oracle, i.e. the grammars are learnable.

3
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CHAPTER 2

Theoretical Background

In this chapter, we describe the theoretical foundations necessary to appreciate the
content of the papers. In particular, we aim to give an intuition, rather than an under-
standing of the formal details, of the fields of tree automata, mildly context-sensitive
languages, and graph grammars.

2.1 String Languages

Let us take a short look at the simplest of language-defining formalisms – automata
and grammars for strings. Recall that a language is any subset of a universe. In
particular, a string language L over some alphabet Σ of symbols is a subset of the
universe Σ∗ of all finite strings over the alphabet.

2.1.1 Finite automata

We briefly recall the basic definition of a finite automaton:

Finite automaton A finite (string) automaton is a structure A=(Σ,Q,P,q0,Q f ) where
• Σ is the input alphabet,
• Q is the set of states,
• P⊆ (Σ×Q)→ Q is the set of transitions, and
• q0 ∈ Q and Q f ⊆ Q is the initial state, and set of final states, respectively

A configuration of an automaton A = (Σ,Q,P,q0) is a string over Σ∪Q, and a
computation step consists of rewriting the string according to some transition (a,q)→
q′, as follows: If the configuration w can be written as qav with v ∈ Σ∗,q ∈ Q,a ∈ Σ,
then the result of the computation step is the string q′v. The initial configuration of A
working on a specific string w∈Σ∗ is q0w, and if there is some sequence w1,w2, . . . ,w f
of computation steps (a computation) such that w f = q f for some q f ∈ Q f , then A
accepts w. L(A), the language defined by A, is the set of all strings in Σ∗ that are
accepted by A.

There are many different ways of augmenting, restricting or otherwise modifying
automata, notably using various storage mechanisms, such as a stack (pushdown au-
tomata), or an unbounded rewritable tape (Turing machines). Additionally, automata
have been defined for many other structures than strings, such as trees and graphs.
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2.1.2 Grammars

Where automata recognise and process strings, grammars instead generate them. As
a standard example, let us recall the definition of a context-free grammar:

Context-free grammar A context-free (string) grammar is a structure G=(Σ,N,P,S)
where
• Σ is the terminal (output) alphabet
• N is the nonterminal alphabet
• P⊆ N× (Σ∪N)∗ is a finite set of productions, and
• S ∈ N is the initial nonterminal

Configurations are, similar to the automata case, strings over Σ∪N, though the spe-
cific workings of of grammars differ from the computation steps of automata. Rather
than iteratively consuming the input string, we instead replace nonterminal symbols
with an appropriate right-hand string. That is, for a configuration w = uAv, the result
of applying a production A→ w′ would be the configuration uw′v. A string w ∈ Σ∗

can be generated by a grammar G if there is a sequence S = w0,w1,w2 . . . ,w f = w
of configurations where for each pair of configurations wi,wi+1 there is a production
A→ s ∈ P such that applying A→ s to wi yields wi+1. The language of a grammar G
is the set of strings L(G)⊆ Σ∗ that can be generated by G.

As for automata, there are many ways of modifying grammars, such as restricting
where and how nonterminals may be replaced, how many nonterminals may occur
in the right-hand sides, or augmenting nonterminals with indices that influence the
generation. As for the automata case, our main interest lies not in string grammars,
but in grammars on more complex structures, more specifically graphs.

2.1.3 Parsing complexity

In Table 2.1, some common and well-known string language classes are shown, to-
gether with common grammar formalism and automata types generating and recog-
nising, respectively, those same classes. Additionally, the parsing complexity for the
various classes are shown. Note that there is a large gap between the parsing com-
plexity of context-free and context-sensitive languages. This motivates the theory of
mildly context-sensitive languages, which we discuss in Section 2.4.

Language class Automaton Grammar Parsing complexity
Regular Finite Regular grammar O(n)
Context-free Push-down Context-free grammar O(n3)
Context-sensitive Linearly bounded Context-sensitive grammar PSPACE-complete

Table 2.1: Some well-known language classes, their automata, grammars and parsing
complexities.

6
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2.2 Tree Languages

The papers in this thesis deal in various ways with automata and grammar for more
complex structures than strings. In particular, Paper I introduces a variant of automata
working on trees, and Paper II utilises a second type of tree automata. In this context, a
tree is inductively defined as a root node with a finite number of subtrees that are also
trees. For a given ranked alphabet Σ (an alphabet of symbols a each associated with
an integer rank rank(a)), the universe of (ranked, ordered) trees TΣ over that alphabet
is the set defined as follows:
• All symbols a with rank(a) = 0 are in TΣ

• For a symbol a with rank(a) = k and t1, . . . tk ∈ TΣ, a[t1, . . . , tk] (the tree with a
as root label, and subtrees t1, . . . , tk) is in TΣ

As for string languages, a tree language is any subset of TΣ.

2.2.1 Tree Automata

Intuitively, where string automata start at the beginning of a string, and processes
it to the end (optionally using some kind of storage mechanism) a bottom-up tree
automaton instead starts at the leaves of a tree, working towards the root. Formally:

Bottom-up Finite Tree Automaton A bottom-up tree automaton is a structure A =
(Σ,Q,P,Q f ) where
• Σ is the ranked input alphabet,
• Q is the set of states, disjoint with Σ,
• P⊆

⋃
k(Σk×Qk)×Q is the set of transitions, Σk = {a : a ∈ Σ, rank(a) = k} and

• Q f ⊆ Q is the set of final states.

A transition ((a,q1, . . . ,qk),q′) ∈ P is denoted by a[q1, . . . ,qk]→ q′. A configura-
tion of a bottom-up tree automaton is a tree over (Σ∪Q), where rank(q) = 0 for all
q∈Q. A derivation step consists of replacing some subtree a[q1, . . . ,qk] of a configura-
tion t, where q1, . . . ,qk ∈Q, with the state q, according to a transition a[q1, . . . ,qk]→ q.
Note that, for k = 0, the transition can be applied directly to the leaf a. The initial con-
figuration of an automaton A on a tree t is thus t itself, while a final configuration is
a single state q. If q ∈ Q f , the tree is accepted. As for string automata, the language
L(A) of an automaton is all the trees it accepts.

For example, applying the transition a→ qa twice to the tree c[b[a,a]] would give
c[b[qa,qa]], and applying b[qa,qa]→ qb to the result would yield c[qb]. We show the
complete derivation in Figure 2.1.

Bottom-up tree automata define the class of regular tree languages (RTL), which
is analogous to the regular string languages in the tree context. Many practical appli-
cations using trees use RTL in various forms. Notably, XML definition languages are
often regular, as are syntax trees for many programming languages, in particular those
defined using context-free (string) grammars, such as Java. Adding a stack that can be
propagated from at most one subtree instead yields the tree adjoining (tree) languages,
the implications of which is the main subject of Paper I.

7
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c

b

a a

⇒a→qa

c

b

qa a

⇒a→qa

c

b

qa qa

⇒b[qa,qa]→qb

c

qb

⇒c[qb]→qc qc

Figure 2.1: An example derivation of a bottom-up tree automaton A = (Σ,Q,P,Q f )
on the tree c[b[a,a]]. We use the shorthand ⇒p for the derivation step that involves
applying the transition p ∈ P.

2.2.2 Tree Grammars

An alternative characterisation of the regular tree languages are the regular tree gram-
mars, which are defined by essentially switching the direction of the arrow in the
definition of bottom-up tree automata, giving us:

Regular Tree Grammar A regular tree grammar is a structure A = (Σ,N,P,S) where
• Σ is the ranked output alphabet,
• N is the ranked nonterminal alphabet, where rank(A) = 0 for all A ∈ N,
• P⊆ N×TΣ∪N is the set of productions, and
• S ∈ N is the initial nonterminal

Configurations, unsurprisingly, are trees over Σ∪N, and derivation steps entails re-
placing a nonterminal with a right-hand side, as in Figure 2.2. Note that, as rank(A) =
0 for all nonterminals A, they appear only as leaves in such trees. As discussed briefly
in Paper I, allowing nonterminals with rank 1 yields the tree adjoining tree languages,
while allowing nonterminals of any rank would yield the context-free tree languages.

c

b

a a

⇒A→a

c

b

A a

⇒A→a

c

b

A A

⇒B→b[A,A]
c

B
⇒S→c[B]S

Figure 2.2: An example generation of the tree c[b[a,a]] by a regular tree grammar
A = (Σ,Q,P,Q f ). We use the same shorthand⇒p as in Figure 2.1

2.3 Graph Languages

In the second part of this thesis, our focus shifts from automata on trees and strings
to graph grammars. This brings a number of additional subtleties and difficulties.
Firstly, the grammars and automata have thus far had a well-defined starting point. For
strings, we have the start and end of the string, and for trees, the root (or alternatively
the leaves). For graphs, this is no longer the case – there is in general no easily
identifiable place to start when analysing a graph structure. Secondly, though there is
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an easy way to order the various nodes connected to an edge, for nodes the incoming
and outgoing edges are generally unordered, which again is in contrast to the tree case,
where there is always a clear ordering of the subtrees. Both of these properties result
in most known graph parsing problems being at least NP-hard, especially when the
grammar is considered part of the input.

The graph grammars that are the secondary focus of this thesis are based on the
well-known theory of hyperedge replacement grammars (HRG), which was indepen-
dently introduced by Feder [Fed71] and Pavlidis [Pav72] in the early seventies. For a
thorough introduction to the topic, see e.g. [DKH97, Hab92].

We describe a restricted version of HRG in Paper III. The restrictions are such that
all graphs that come into consideration have a single, easily identifiable root. More-
over, nodes of out- and in-degree greater than 1 appear only in very specific circum-
stances. Thus the two complications mentioned above are mitigated. In practise, the
restricted HRGs resemble regular tree grammars that have been augmented with two
independent constructions. Let us take a more formal look at the concepts involved:

A (directed edge-labelled) hypergraph is, for our purposes, a graph G = (E,V )
where each edge e ∈ E has a label lab(e) from a ranked alphabet Σ, a single source
node src(e) ∈ V , and an ordered, nonrepeating sequence tar(e) ∈ V ∗ of target nodes,
such that |tar(e)|= rank(lab(e)). We can obviously convert any tree into such a graph
by converting the nodes of the tree to edges, and adding a node between the root and
each subtree, as in Figure 2.3.

Now, replacing a nonterminal edge e of rank 0 with some right-hand side graph
F functions entirely as expected, with src(e) corresponding to the root of the newly
inserted graph. Replacing a rank-k edge requires us to keep track of its k target nodes,
and moreover, to have a well-defined sequence of nodes in F that correspond to them.
The details are deferred to Papers III and IV, but we show a number of example right-
hand side graphs in Figure 2.4, and an example replacement of a rank-3 nonterminal
in Figure 2.5. Note that only nodes at the bottom have more than one edge with them
as targets. This is one of the major restrictions on the formalism given in Paper III.
Further restrictions include keeping the order of the nodes under strict control, using
a rather technical definition of “order”, which, again, we defer to the paper itself.

c

b

a a

⇒

c

b

a a

Figure 2.3: An example translation of a tree c[b[a,a]] into a hypergraph. In illustra-
tions such as these, circles represent nodes and boxes represent hyperedges e, where
src(e) is indicated by a line and the nodes in tar(e) by arrows.
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A A a

a

B C

Figure 2.4: Examples of right-hand side graphs for a nonterminal of rank 3. Filled
nodes represent the nodes that are identified with the targets of a replaced nonterminal
edge. Both tar(e) and this sequence are drawn from left to right. This illustration was
originally published in Paper III.

c

b

C

⇒

c

b b

b

Figure 2.5: An illustration of applying a production C→ F to a hypergraph, the rule
is shown in more detail in Figure 2.6.

C →

b

b

Figure 2.6: An example rule of a restricted hyperedge replacement grammar.
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2.4 Mildly Context-Sensitive Languages

To formalise natural language syntax, the context-free languages suffice in most cases,
and context-sensitive in all cases. However, the context-sensitive languages capture a
much too large class to be useful, in particular in terms of computational complexity,
while the ’almost’ of context-free languages has indicated that the extensions required
to fully capture the complexities of human language syntax appear to be minor.

Thus, the study of so-called mildly context-sensitive languages began. Though
there are several different definitions of what exactly constitutes the class, the most
commonly used definition was proposed by Joshi [Jos85], and stipulates that a mildly
context-sensitive formalism should
• capture at least the non-context-free languages ww and anbmcndm

• have polynomial parsing complexity
• have constant growth
The “polynomial parsing complexity” has often been taken to mean non-uniform

parsing complexity, that is, the parsing complexity when the grammar is taken as a
fixed part of the parsing algorithm, rather than part of the input (which would be the
uniform parsing complexity). This does not always make much of a difference (e.g.
for context-free grammars), but for some formalism the difference in complexity be-
tween the two parsing problems becomes exponential. It is especially relevant to NLP
to consider the uniform rather than the non-uniform parsing complexity, as natural
language grammars tend to be very large, and grammars can even change during pro-
cessing, for example during a language learning phase using machine learning.

2.4.1 Linear Context-Free Rewriting Systems

The in some sense “maximal” class of mildly context-sensitive languages is defined
by the linear context-free rewriting systems (LCFRS) [Kal10]. Intuitively, LCFRS
nonterminals do not yield a single string, as do CFG nonterminals. Instead, a LCFRS
nonterminal has a fan-out, which is the number of strings it yields. An LCFRS rule ap-
plication can be viewed as consisting of two stages. The first part of the rule is simply
a listing of the nonterminals further down the derivation. The second takes, at each
level of the derivation, the concrete substrings generated by the child nonterminals,
and applies a linear regular function to rearrange them into an output tuple of strings
which is passed up the derivation tree. A function is linear regular if each substring
received from the child nonterminals appears exactly once in the output.

2.4.2 Deterministic Tree-Walking Transducers

The tree-walking automata that form the basis of the deterministic tree-walking trans-
ducers (DTWT) of Paper II are not directly related to the bottom-up tree automata
discussed above. Indeed, they are more similar to Turing machines, in that they can
choose which direction to move in the tree. More specifically, a tree-walking automa-
ton starts in the root, in its initial state. At each step, the transition function looks at
the current symbol and current state, and decides to move either to the parent, or to the
nth subtree of the current symbol, thereby possibly changing its state. As for other tree
automata, there are many different variants in the literature, but the standard variant,
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being deterministic with no storage, is relatively limited in its expressive power, not
even capturing all regular tree languages [BC08].

Defining a DTWT starts with defining a regular tree grammar that will generate
the trees that our transducer will walk on. This is called the underlying grammar of the
transducer. Now, we augment a tree-walking automaton as described in the previous
paragraph with the ability to, in each step, output a string of symbols in an output
alphabet. Thus, the complete system of string generation looks as follows: A tree t
is generated by the underlying grammar. Taking t as given, we run our tree-walking
transducer on it, collecting the strings produced in each step and concatenating them,
giving the final output.

In a somewhat unexpected result by Weir, the class of string languages that can be
generated by such a system was shown to be exactly the same as can be produced by a
LCFRS [Wei92]. The proofs and precise mechanisms of this relationship between the
two formalisms are rather complicated, however, and further exploration is deferred
to Paper II.

2.4.3 Tree Adjoining Languages

The second class of mildly context-sensitive languages that is considered in this thesis
is that of the tree adjoining languages (TAL). The original definition uses a certain
notion of tree replacement, and most of the papers in the literature using this definition
study primarily the string generative capacities of the formalism. In contrast, our
interest is motivated by the properties of the trees languages that are defined. For these,
there is a relatively simple and natural extension to the regular tree grammars that is
sufficient. Briefly, instead of allowing only nonterminals with rank 0 (i.e. as leaves),
we also allow nonterminals of rank 1. An example derivation of such a grammar is
shown in Figure 2.7. Note that the productions involving the rank-1 nonterminal A
must propagate the subtree of A into its right-hand side. In the example, this is shown
in the productions using the placeholder x.

S ⇒p1

g

a A

f

a

⇒p2

g

a g

b A

g

f

a

b

⇒p3

g

a g

b g

b g

g

f

a

b

b

Figure 2.7: An example derivation of a tree grammar with rank-1 nonterminals, where
p1, p2 and p3 are the productions S→ g[a,A[ f [a]]], A[x]→ g[b,A[g[x,b]]] and A[x]→
g[b,g[x,b]], respectively. This figure was originally published in Paper I.
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CHAPTER 3

Papers Included in this Thesis

3.1 Complexity in Mildly Context-Sensitive Formalisms

A Bottom-Up Automaton for Tree Adjoining Languages Technical Report UMINF
15.14 Dept. Computing Sci., Umeå University, 2015.

This technical report investigates the tree languages produced by Tree Adjoining
Grammars and equivalent formalisms and defines a bottom-up variant of previously
known top-down tree automata for said class. In its nondeterministic mode, it defines
exactly the tree adjoining tree languages, while its deterministic variant recognises an
intermediate class, between the Regular and the Tree Adjoining tree languages. It is
shown that several interesting (string) languages, such as the copy language, can be
generated with deterministic tree languages. It is conjectured that the new class has a
similar relationship to TAL and RTL as the deterministic context-free string languages
has to the regular and context-free string languages.

A Note on the Complexity of Deterministic Tree-Walking Transducers In Fifth
Workshop on Non-Classical Models of Automata and Applications (NCMA), pp. 69-
84, Austrian Computer Society, 2013.

In the literature, linear context-free rewriting systems (LCFRS) are considered to
be one of the most general formalisms that can be considered mildly context-sensitive.
This paper explores the specific relationship between LCFRS and a very different such
formalism – the class of deterministic tree-walking transducers (DTWT), as well as
specific properties of DTWT themselves. The paper uses the framework of parameter-
ized complexity to show that the complexity of a DTWT membership testing is tied to
its crossing number, which is a relatively common measure of complexity of a DTWT.
This result holds even when the input to the DTWT is a string of constant length. It is
also shown that any procedure to convert a DTWT into a language-equivalent LCFRS
runs in at least exponential time.
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Chapter

3.2 Order-preserving Hyperedge DAG Grammars

Between a Rock and a Hard Place – Parsing for Hyperedge Replacement DAG
Grammars In Language and Automata Theory and Applications (LATA), pp. 521-
532, Springer, 2016.

This paper initiated our study of the restricted hyperedge replacement grammars
in later papers referred to as order-preserving DAG grammars (OPDG). Specifically,
the focus was on finding a graph grammar with uniform polynomial parsing com-
plexity. However, the restrictions to achieve this proved to be very tough, though the
formalism improved on the status quo in that it allowed for unbounded node degree,
something which has implication for their use in NLP applications, in particular in
the Abstract Meaning Representation framework. The resulting grammars have right-
hand sides that are single-rooted, with the out-degree of vertices being restricted to 1
in the common case, and the in-degree of all vertices but leaves likewise restricted.
A node can have a higher out-degree only where its two or more subgraphs can be
generated from the same nonterminal. These restrictions are motivated by showing
that relaxing certain restrictions makes the parsing problem NP-complete.

On the Regularity and Learnability of Ordered DAG Languages In Conference
on Implementation and Application of Automata (CIAA) 2017. Accepted for publica-
tion, to appear.

This paper presents a deeper study of the grammars presented in the previous
paper, where we attempted to apply a modified version of the learning algorithm orig-
inally developed by Angluin – the minimally adequate teacher (MAT) framework. In
particular, to the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first time this particular al-
gorithm has been applied to graph grammars with unbounded node degree. Previous
work has primarily dealt with term graph languages.

In order to achieve the MAT result, several new pieces are developed, in particu-
lar an algebraic characterisation of the class of graphs that can be constructed using
OPDG is defined, and a Myhill-Nerode theorem with attendant congruence proved.

Investigating Different Graph Representations of Semantics In Swedish Lan-
guage Technology Conference, 2016.

This short forward-looking paper present basic ideas and concepts pertaining to
applying OPDG to graphs induced from Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG)
in various ways, with the aim of looking at similarities and differences with other
semantic graphs, e.g. AMR.
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CHAPTER 4

Future Work

There are two main directions for the future research intended to follow up on this the-
sis. The first is described in Paper V, and concerns the investigation and formalisation
of various semantic representations, and their connections to each other as well as to
the graph grammars introduced in Paper III.

The second direction is less concerned with concrete applications, in NLP or other
fields, and more with the theoretical questions raised by said graph grammars. The
restrictions to achieve uniform polynomial parsing are harsh. We prove already in
the original paper that some restrictions are necessarily harsh, insofar that the parsing
problem becomes NP-complete when removing them, but there is still room for further
investigation into exactly which restrictions can be relaxed or outright removed. To
this end, there are already a number of promising preliminary results. It seems, for
example, that acyclicity is not as critical to our parsing algorithm as initially surmised.
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